Leverage Your Membership

We’re at the core of what matters most to you, your business and our markets. Tap into our expertise and benefit from all the member advantages and resources FIA has to offer.

Meet the FIA Team
FIA’s staff is here to serve our members and the industry. Consider us as an extension to your in-house team and reach out to us for bilateral discussions, to contribute to our advocacy priorities, to share your insights on industry developments and get answers to your questions about FIA initiatives.

Meet the Team

Subscribe to the Member Update
This Monday email provides a summary of key issues and policy actions from the previous week, as well as information on industry trends and updates on FIA’s latest work to support derivatives markets around the globe.

Subscribe

Explore Data Resources
FIA delivers key industry data visualisations including levels of trading activity on futures exchanges globally, as well as risk exposures at CCPs, the amount of customer funds held by U.S. clearing firms and SEF volumes. The underlying data for ETD volumes is available only available to members.

Data Resources

Join a Committee, Working Group or US Division
At the core of FIA work, our member-driven committees and working groups provide forums for collaboration within the industry to respond to regulatory developments, create solutions to operational issues and address major trends. For any general queries about the member forums, please contact forums@fia.org.

Learn More

Watch Recent Webinars
Catch up on recent webinars covering legal & compliance topics, quarterly ETD volume reviews, and other important topics.

Webinars

Access Exchange Risk Controls Repository
FIA maintains a central repository of exchange-provided risk controls and practices in global cleared derivatives markets for the use of FIA members.

Access Now
Participate in an FIA Event
Attend our conferences, trade shows and regional events to explore issues of the day, connect with current and futures clients, and discover valuable services. You can also request to speak or showcase your firm through sponsorship and exhibit opportunities.

Upcoming Events

Take Industry Training
Developed in partnership with FIA’s affiliate, the Institute for Financial Markets, these online courses bring you up-to-speed on market conduct, exchange fundamentals, ethics, anti-money laundering and the associated regulatory requirements.

Learn More

Access Our Legal Documentation Libraries
FIA develops and maintains a repository of industry-standard agreements and other documentation that support trading and clearing functions as well as ensure regulatory compliance in different jurisdictions.

Access Now

Subscribe to FIA CCP Risk Review™
FIA’s CCP Risk Review summarizes the rules and procedures of CCPs worldwide. Written in practical, comparative terms and incorporating key implications of applicable law, CCP Risk Review assists market participants and regulators in scrutinizing and understanding the risks relating to CCPs, for both clearing members and clients.

Subscribe

LOGIN/CREATE ACCOUNT
To access member-only resources and member discounts, log into or create your individual account on FIA.org. Select ‘Login’ and log in to or create your FIA account. Use your corporate email address, so your firm is recognised as a member.

Login/Create Account

SET YOUR PREFERENCES
Once you login, enter or update your profile details and select your communication preferences. We encourage you to subscribe to the weekly Member Update newsletter, which briefs you on important developments in the industry.

Update Your Profile and Preferences